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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Impact of Legislation Affecting Rights of
18 Year Olds on Federal Juvenile Delinquency
Act 18 U.S.C 5031 et seq

Recent statutory and constitutional amendments affecting
the rights of person under 21 years of age have not altered
traditional interpretation of minority as it pertains to the
Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act 18 U.S.C Section 5031 et
Under Section 5034 court may sentence juvenile to custodT
or probation for period not exceeding his minority Although
not defined within the Act minority has been and will continue
to be considered to expire on the individuals 21st birthday

The legislative history of the Act indicates clear intent
on the part of Congress to provide an alternative to adult
prosecution See SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE REP NO 1989
75th Cong 3d Sess June 1938 Should juvenile be held
to attain his majority at age 18 and hence be subject to
earlier release under Section 5034 the government will be forced
to bring far more cases under adult or Youth Correction Act
procedures

Several courts have already considered the interpretation
issue in the wake of amendments to state law and have concluded
that age 21 must continue to be employed See United States
Minor 455 F.2d 937 6th Cir 1972 and the excellent discussion
in United States Flowers 227 Supp 1014 W.D Tenn 1963
See also United States Hall 306 Supp 735 E.D Tenn
1969 Fish United States 254 Supp 906 D.C Md 1966

Criminal Division

.1
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Correction

Please note correction in the United States Attorneys
Bulletin Volume 21 No 12 dated June 1973

On page 511 Civil Rights Division Green McDonnell
Douglas Corp the last sentence should read

Therefore Green must now be given
fair opportunity to show that McDonnells

stated reason for refusing to hire him
was pretextual and racially discriminatory
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ANTITRUST DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

DISTRICT COURT HOLDS DEFENDANT IN CIVIL CONTEMPT AND IMPOSES

DAILY FINE IN SECTION OF SHERMAN ACT

United States International Business Machines Corporation
69 Civ 200 August 1973 DJ 6023538

Levying fine of $150000 per day payable to the

Treasury Chief Judge David Edeistein held IBM in civil

contempt for failure to comply with Pretrial Order No Ss
directive dated September 26 1972 to produce to the Government

some 700 allegedly privileged documents The Department first

moved to compel production of the documents in April 1972 The

Court had then ruled that IBMs delivery of the documents to the
Control Data Corporation in private suit that was later settled

had vitiated the privilege alleged for the documents not with-

standing IBMs contention that the delivery of documents and

waiver of privilege had been inadvertent

The contempt order of August 1973 imposed the fine for
each day commencing August 1973 that IBM fails to comply with
the order to produce the documents However on August 2nd
Second Circuit Judge William Mulligan stayed the effective

date pending hearing on August 8th

To ensure an appeal in this Section Sherman Act case
IBM attorney Bruce Bromley of Cravath Swaine and Moore had
solicited the judges cooperation in finding him in criminal

contempt since Bromley stated he personally possessed the

documents Bromley had suggested token fine of $100 day to

be stayed pending proposed appeal The Department had argued
the contempt order should run against the company not outside

counsel and should be conditional coercive fine for civil

contempt The Department recommended daily fine of five per
cent of IBMs net earnings for 1972 of $1.28 billion or
$175242

Background

IBM sought from the outset to stay the implementation of
the September 26 1972 Pretrial Order No In October 1972
it requested the trial court to add to Pretrial Order No
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statement pursuant to the interlocutory appeals statute 28 U.S.C
1292b the court declined It appealed the pretrial order to

the Court of Appeals under 28 U.S.C 1291 and concurrently
petitioned for mandamus under 1651 The Circuit Court took

jurisdiction of both the appeal and petition and vacated the
pretrial order in December 1972 On rehearing en banc the court
reversed 4-2 in May 1973 ruling that the Expediting Act deprived
it of jurisdiction so that an appeal of the order if at all
lay in the Supreme Court On June 1973 Mr Justice Marshall

stayed the pretrial order to bring the issue of stay before
the full court On June 13th the Supreme Court declined to

stay the pretrial order and the Court of Appeals mandate

Contempt Proceedings

The contempt proceedings were severed on the issues of the
fine and damages Discovery on the latter issue continues The
Court noted that the defendant had never taken issue with the fact
of its noncompliance with the pretrial production order that the

defendant admitted possession of the documents and hence that the

defendant had the power to comply with the order Thus IBMs
failure to comply constituted contempt As to whether the
contempt was criminal or civil the court said

two considerations lead to .. finding of civil

contempt .. First .. the purpose of the proposed
sanction is remedial to coerce compliance with
the courts order and not punitive Second the
proposed sanction is contingent in nature and
defendant will be given the opportunity to purge
itself of the contempt by complying with Pretrial
Order No

As to whether the sanction was to run against attorney or
client the Court rejected IBMS argument that Mr Bromley
the 80 year-old former New York Court of Appeals Judge be
held in criminal contempt in order to facilitate an immediate

appeal on the merits of the decision of waiver of privilege
The Court rejected appealability as criterion in shaping
its contempt order

Absent formal certification under 28 U.S.C
1292b it is not proper for the district
court to enter an order which is designed to

either thwart or promote an interlocutory
appeal

Tie Court held that the contempt was that of IBM since the
pretrial order was directed to the company not its attorney
On the amount of the fine the Court held it could rely
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only on its best judgment and on the contemnor ability to pay
citing the United Mineworkers case 330 U.S 258 The Government

had introduced 1972 IBM Annual Report showing IBM net earnings

of $1.28 billion and stockholders equity of $7.57 billion

Finally the Court noted that the inadvertent waiver

litigation had delayed substantially the resolution of the case

in chief which was initiated January 17 1969 The Court

said

While all counsel owe an obligation to their clients

and the court to pursue all legal and ethical avenues

to protect the rights and interest of those clients

none should lose sight of the ultimate objective
toward which court and counsel should strive the

prompt resolution of the allegations contained in

the complaint

Staff Raymond Carlson Joseph Widmar John Earle
Grant Moy Peter Goldberg James Serota

Eugene Katx Steven Woghin Stuart Jasper

Ralph Miller Lionel Epstein Richard Levy

Economic Antitrust Division
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__CRIMINAL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

SUPREME COURT

POSSESSION OF STOLEN MAIL MATTER

PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C 1708 THE GOVERNMENT NEED ONLY PROVE
APPELLANT KNEW THAT THE MATTER WAS STOLEN FOR THE FACT THAT THE
MATTER WAS STOLEN FROM THE MAILS IS SOLELY JURISDICTIONAL
ELEMENT OF THE FEDERAL OFFENSE

James Edward Barnes United States Supreme Court of the
United States June 18 1973 No 725443 D.J 4812c589

On June 21 1971 appellant Barnes opened checking account
in the pseudonym Clarence Smith Shortly thereafter Barnes
deposited four Goverment checks into the Smith account each
check bearing the apparent endorsement of the payee and the
second endorsement of Clarence Smith Having never received these
checks the four payees testified at appellants trial that they
had neither endorsed nor had authorized Barnes to endorse these
checks Unable to substantiate his explanation with respect to
how he had come into possession of these checks which he asserted
had already been signed in the payees name when he had received
them Barnes was convicted by jury on charges of forging
endorsements upon and uttering United States Treasury checks
pursuant to 18 U.S.C 495 and possessing stolen mail ie the
Government checks in violation of 18 U.S.C 1708

Barnes appealed declaring that the District Court had erred
in instructing the jury that it might imply from the fact that
Barnes had possessed recently stolen checks that he knew that the
checks had been stolen Appellant urged that his Fifth Amendment
due process rights had been infringed because this inference did
not properly reflect rational connection between the fact
proved and the fact inferred according to United States Leary
395 U.S 33 1969 The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
however affirmed his jury conviction finding that such rational
nexus did in fact exist Pursuant to Justice Powells majority
opinion the Supreme Court likewise affirmed holding that so long
as the evidence required to invoke this inference of knowledge
from the fact of possession would be sufficient for rational
juror to find knowledge beyond reasonable doubt no violation
of due process would ensue Barnes was also unsuccessful in
alleging that his privilege against selfincrimination had been
contravened because the jury had been permitted to imply guilt
from his refusal to testify
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.t
While the Supreme Court focused upon the due process argument

it appears worthy to consider the ramifications of another con
tention Barnes had pursued throughout his appeal whether 18 U.S.C
1708 requires that the government prove that the defendant knew
the items were stolen from the mails or only that he knew they
were stolen The Supreme Court gave this contention short shrift

by noting that the legislative history of section 1708 made it

unequivocally clear the government need only prove that Barnes

knew the matter was stolen See generally United States Hines
256 2d 561 2nd Cir 1958 and Smith United States 343

2d 537 5th Cir 1965 This holding parallels decisions as

to other statutes that knowledge of strictly jurisdictional
element of federal offense is not prerequisite to conviction
see United States Gardner 454 2d 534 9th Cir 1972
Similarly in United States Howey 427 2d 1017 9th Cir
1970 the Court construed 18 U.S.C 641 as not requiring proof
that defendant knew that the stolen property belonged to the United

States Judge Hufstedler stated in Howey that the reason for

including the requirement that the property in fact belongs
to the Government was to state the foundation for federal juris
diction defendants knowledge of the jurisdictional fact is

irrelevant Id at 1018 See also Baker United States
429 2d 1278 l27rT9th Cir 1970

In United States Roselli 432 F.2d 879 9th Cir l970
the Court noted that 18 U.S.C 2Sl4 the statute punishing the

knowing receipt of stolen vehicles moving in interstate commerce
did not require that knowledge of the Federal jurisdictional fact

transportation in interstate commerce be an essential element

of violation of section 2314 The Sixth Circuit in United States

Kierkschke 315 F.2d 315 6th Cir 1963 underscored the fact

that two requisites for invoking section 2314 the $5000 value

requirement and the use of interstate commerce were not in them
selves criminal or immoral but merely give federal juris
diction Id at 317 Furthermore knowledge of the official
status of the victim has been held not to be an element of forcible
assault .under 18 U.S.C 111 1114 According toUnited States

Kartman 417 F.2d 893 9th Cir 1969 construction that
there is no requirement of specific knowledge of the victims
official status comports with the legislative purpose which was

simply to provide federal forum Id at 894 See also United

Statesv Gantnor 436 F.2d 364 7th Cir 1970 United States

Loinbardozzi 335 F.2d 414 2nd Cir 1964

Staff Former Solicitor General Erwin Griswold
Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

Deputy Solicitor General Daniel Friedman
Assistant to the Solicitor General Mark Evans
Theodore Gilinsky
Criminal Division Appellate Section Chief
Sidney Glazer and Robert Plaxico

Criminal Division
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____COURTS OF APPEAL

FORGERY 18 U.S.C 495

ENDORSEMENT IN PURPORTED REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITY HELD
NOT TO BE FORGERY

Betty Asher United States C.A June 14 1973
Docket No 72-1966

In 1963 appellant Betty Asher was appointed custodian for
her incompetent aunt Betty Elliot Upon appointment the
aunts pension checks from the Veterans Administration were
made payable to Betty Asher Custodian of Betty Elliot
Henceforth these checks were endorsed by Asher as follows

Betty Asher
Betty Elliot

When Betty Elliot died in 1965 Asher failed to notify the Veterans
Administration of this death and thereby continued to endorse these
checks in the above manner and converted the proceeds until July
1971 Asher was convicted on charges of forging endorsements
upon and uttering Veterans Administration checks in violation of
18 U.S.C 495 In reversing Ashers conviction the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals under the rationale of the Supreme Court in
Gilbert United States 370 U.S 650 1962 held that an
endorsement in purported representative capacity i.e an
agency endorsement was not forgery within the purview of 18
U.S.C 495

In reversing Ashers conviction the Circuit Court made it
clear that the definition of forgery with respect to Section 495
parallels the common law definition of this term in existence
when the original predecessor to Section 495 was enacted In
accord with the coimnon law the emphasis in section 495 is on
the genuineness of the making or the endorsement itself
Implicit in the crime is an attempt to pass off the signature
alleged to have been forged as the signature of another Since
Ashers endorsement as custodian was not tainted with such an
implication there was no violation of Section 495 Furthermore
the notion of common law forgery did not encompass agency
endorsements Since the appellants endorsement coupled
with the fact that the pension checks were made payable to Betty
Asher Custodian of Betty Elliot provided sufficient proof
that the checks were signed in representative capacity no
forgery within the purview of Section 495 was committed

It should be noted however that appellant Ashers wrongful
conduct does fall within the ainbit of 38 U.S.C 3501 3502
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MisappropriatiOn by fiduciaries and fraudulent acceptance of

payments involving funds of the Veterans Administration
Statutory provisions which are codified in titles of the
Code concerned with the operations of particular federal agencies
such as the Veterans Administration provide rather cogent
basis upon which to prosecute such purported agency endorsements

Staff United States Attorney Eugene Suer Jr
Assistant U.S Attorney Moss Noble E.D Kentucky

IMMIGRATION SUSPENSION OF DEPORTATION
AND ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS UNDER U.S.C 1254

SUSPENSION OF DEPORTATION UNDER U.S.C 1254 NOT
AVAILABLE TO ALIENS PAROLED INTO UNITED STATES

Yuen Sang Low Shung Poy Louie and Fat Ying Chin
Immigration and Naturalization Service C.A No 26741 May
30 1973 D.J 3911716

The plaintiffs sought admission into the United States more
than twenty years ago at which time they claimed to be citizens
heir claims were rejected and they were ordered excluded However
pending the proceedings they were paroled into the United States
and have remained since that time

In this action the plaintiffs sought suspension of deportation
and adjustment of status to that of an alien lawfully admitted
for permanent residence pursuant to Section 244 of the

Immigration and Nationality Act U.S.C 1254 Such
relief is available under that section at the discretion of
the Attorney General to an alien who is deportàble and has
been physically present in the United States for continuous
period of not less than seven years immediately preceding the
date of the application to the Attorney General for such relief

The Court held that the plaintiffs failed to meet both

requirements of the statute i.e they were not deportable
and they had not been physically present in the United States
within the meaning of Section 244 In so holding the
court cited Leng May Ma Barber 357 U.S 185 in which the

Supreme Court held that an alien who was considered excludable
but had been paroled into the United States waS not within
the United States for the purposes of section 243h of the
Act U.S.C 1253h Such an alien was held to be excludable
in the same manner as person who is detained at the border on the
threshold of initial entry but is nOt deportable as person

ho has successfully gained entry into the United States
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Staff United States Attorney James Browning Jr
and former Assistant United States Attorney
David Urdan Northern District of California

SEARCH AND SEIZURE
AIRPORT SECURITY

PERSONS PRESENTING THEMSELVES FOR BOARDING ON AN AIR CARRIER
ARE SUBJECT TO SEARCH BASED ON MERE OR UNSUPPORTED SUSPICION
AND ANY EVIDENCE FOUND IN SUCH SEARCH IS ADMISSIBLE

United States Lee Skipwith III C.A 72-1932 June 14
1973 D.J l217M53

This appeal arose from the denial of motion to suppress
evidence of cocaine found in weapons search at an airport
boarding gate Defendant-appellant Skipwith argued in District
Court that the search was unconstitutional and that therefore
the evidence should have been suppressed The District Court
rejected his contentions and convicted him of possession of
cocaine in violation of 21 U.S.C 844a

Balancing the magnitude of the perils created by air piracy
with the insubstantial intrusion which airport searches impose
on the public the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held that
mere or unsupported suspicion provides the standard applied to

searches or boarding passengers This standard should be no
more stringent than applied in border crossing situations
The Court did not accept appellants contention that once he had
reached the point of embarkation where inquiry and possible search

procedures were openly in operation he could choose to withdraw
if he found the inquiry addressed to him not to his liking

The Court also rejected appellants claiinthÆt evidence
of the cocaine should have been excluded since the search Was not
and could not have been conducted for the purpose of discovering
illicit drugs All that matters is that the search be legally
conducted

This decision is contrary to the recent decision in United
States Kroll ______F 2d 8th Cir 1973 in which the
search of an envelope in baggage was held to be imperrnissibly
broad The Court in Kroll also held that passengers arrival
at the boarding gate did not constitute effective consent to
search

dissenting opinion in the present case supported appellant
contention that the cocaine should be suppressed
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Staff United States Attorney John Briggs
Assistant United States Attorney Claude Tison

M.D Florida

DISTRICT COURT

NATURALIZATION CONSTITUTIONALITY
OF SECTION 201g OF NATIONALITY ACT OF 1940

FIVE YEAR STATUTORY RESIDENTIAL REQUIREMENT HELD TO APPLY TO
PARENT THROUGH WHOM PLAINTIFF BORN OUTSIDE TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES
OF UNITED STATES CLAIMS CITIZENSHIP EVEN THOUGH RESIDENCE OF SAID
PARENT WAS IN UNITED STATES AT TIME OF PLAINTIFFS BIRTH

Maria Luz Hernandez Richard Kleindienst Attorney
General of the United States D.C.N.D Ill No 73 854 July
1973 D.J 3923771

Petitioner seeking review of denial of citizenship by the
Immigration Naturalization Service challenged the constitutionality
of Section 201g of the Nationality Act of 1940 on the grounds
that it deprived her of equal protection of the law Section

201g provides that the following shall be citizens at birth

person born outside the United States and its

outlying possessions of parents one of whom is

citizen of the United States who prior to the
birth of such person had had 10 years residence
in the United States or one of its possessions at
least five of which were after attaining the age of
16 years the other being alien

The plaintiffs father through whom she claimed citizenship
had been born in and lived in the United States until he was seven

years old but had returned to the United States less than two years
prior to plaintiffs birth thus failing to meet the five year
statutory residential requirement Plaintiff contended that
Congress did not envision application of the above quoted pro
visions in case such as hers but rather intended that the
section would apply only when the parent was residing outside
the United States at the time of birth

The court noted that the constitutionality of the particular
provision questioned herein has been repeatedly upheld Citing
United States Trevino Carcia 440 F.2d 368 5th Cir 1971
Gonzalez de Lara United States 439 F.2d 1316 5th Cir 1971
Rodriguez-Romero Immigration Naturalization Service 434

F.2d 1022 9th Cir 1971 cert denied 401 U.S 976 and
Iriba-Temblabor Rosenberg 423 F.2d 717 9th Cir 1970 the

Court observed that while each of these cases upheld Section
201g against different constitutional attack they all
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unequivocally affirmed Congress right to define the requirements
necessary to confer citizenship on person born outside the

territorial boundaries of the United States

The court held that inasmuch as the plaintiff was born outside
the United States the specifications of Section 201g require
that the parent through whom she claims citizenship must have
resided in the United States for five years after his 16th

birthday regardless of where he may be residing at the time of the

plaintiffs birth and that having failed to meet these specifications
the plaintiff does not qualify forcitizenship

Staff United States Attorney James Thompson
Assistant United States Attorney Sheldon Waxman

Northern District of Illinois
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________LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Wallace Johnson

COURTS OF APPEAL

PUBLIC LANDS

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF REGULATIONS PROVIDING FOR THE IMPOUNDMENT

AND SALE OF LIVESTOCK FOUND TRESPASSING ON NATIONAL FOREST LANDS

A.FTER PROPER NOTICE TUCKER ACT OR FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT PROVIDE

REMEDY AT LAW FOR IMPROPER IMPOUNDMENT

Herman McVayv United States C.A No 73-1121 July

1973 D.J 901231786

Agents of the United States Forest Service impounded seven

cows found trespassing in the Kisatchie National Forest in

Louisiana after notifying their owner of the trespass and

requesting their removal in accordance wjth Department of

Agriculture regulations 36 C.F.R sec 261.13 et The

owner McVay sought to preliminarily enjoin the sªI of the

cows at public auctiOn alleging he was first entitled to

hearing on the propriety of the impoundment as required by

Fuentas Shevin U.S 92 .S Ct 1983 1972 In

denying the injunction the aTitrict courtheld that under Jones

Freeman 400 F.2d 383 C.A 1968 the requlationa were

constitutional and hearing was not required Mpreover ai
injunction would not issuesince McVay had an adequate remedy
at law few days after the hearing the cattle was sold at

public auction

McVay appealed Our brief suggested that the adequate
remedy at law attended to by the district court was to be found

in either the Tucker Act or the Federl Tort Claims Act Additionally
Fuentes Shevin supra which involved prejudgment replevin
statute was inapposite since the livestock must clearly be in our

possession before we impound it The Court of Appeals affirmed

the constitutionality of the regulations premised on the rights

the United States possesses as proprietor of land and that

hearing was not required prior to impoundment or sale since

McVay if he had removed his cattle when first notified of

the trespass could have avoided any financial or legal liability

Additionally the district court properly denied injunctive relief

since either the Tucker Act or the Federal Tort Claims Act provided

an adequate remedy or law

In separate proceeding in the district court McVay

was found guilty of criminal trespass
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Staff Neil Proto Land and Natural
Resources Division Assistant
United States Attorney Robert
Scheinwell W.D La

CONDEMNATION

JURISDICTION OF THE DISTRICT COURT TO DETERMINE THE
EXTENT OF THE TAKE PREJUDICIAL ERROR NOT TO SO DETERMINE
FLOWAGE EASEMENT MUST TAKE TO THE EXISTING ORDINARY HIGH WATER
MARK

United States 21.54 Acres of Land More or Less Situate
in Marshall County State of West Virginia and Clarence Darrah
et al and Unknown Owners C.A No 72-2447 July 13 1973
D.J 335020619

The Fourth Circuit vacated judgment establishing just
compensation for the takingof flowage easement The district
court ruled that declaration of taking purporting to take to the
ordinary high water mark which it defined as contour line 620
took only to that line And because the court could not require
the United States to take more than it had condemned any land
between line 620 took only to that line And because the court
could not require the United States to take more than it had
condemned any land between line 620 and the ordinary high water
mark could be compensated for only under the Tucker Act should
it ever flood

In an opinion which also outlines in general the applicable
law the Court of Appeals saw the issue as not the extent of the
take but rather whether the Government has accurately described
the land it intends to take Since by law and the terms of the
declaration of taking the lower boundary of the land in which flowage
easements are to be taken in order to raise the level of stream
or creek must correspond to the existing ordinary high water mark
any description of the area taken in which these two lines do not
coincide is patently erroneous To the extent that such an issue
is raised it is within the jurisdiction of the district court
Otherwise the court reasoned the landowners would be required
to submit their claim under the Tucker Act and lose their right
to jury determination of just compensation This prejudice
required that the judgment be vacated and the case remanded

Staff Assistant United States Attorney
Stephen Jory United States
Attorney James Companion
N.D Va
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INDIAN SCRIP

TRANSFER OF SIOUX HALF-BREED SCRIP POWERS OF ATTORNEY
OPTION TO RECEIVE CASH IN LIEU OF LAND

Preston Nutter Corporation Morton C.A 10 No 721.403
June 1973 D.J 902116950

The Tenth Circuit affirmed the summary judgment of the
district court which had determined that the Secretary of the
Interiors decision that Preston NuttBr Corporation hence
inafter PNC is not the successor in interest to Sioux HalfBreed
Scrip No 567-E was supported by substantial evidence PNC had
attempted to obtain cash in lieu of land for its scrip under the
Act of August 31 1964 78 Stat 751 PNC was however unable
to produce valid power of attorney to locate andpatent public
lands on behalf of the scripee This defect was fatal to the
Supreme Court approved transfer device of obtaining two powers of
attorney from the scripee--one to select lands the other to convey
the lands selected This device avoids the statutory ban on
transfers of the scrip itself PNC argued that its irrevocable
power of attorney to enter and convey lands patented to the original
scripee was alone sufficient That argument the court ruled is
self-defeating because if PNC does have the power and it is ir
revocable then it is coupled with an interest and would be an
actual transfer or conveyance of scrip as is statutorily pro
hibited Further the requirements necessary to receive cash in
lieu of land were found to be no different from those to select
land itself

Staff Larry Gutterridge Land and
Natural Resources Division
Assistant United States Attorney

Ralph Klemun Utah

INDIANS

ENROLLMENT IN TRIBE TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT

Bacjarej.li Morton C.A No 712975 July 16 1973
D.J 9024178

Mrs Baciare.lj was born to two enrolled mnbers ofthe
Salish and Kootenai Tribes. In spite of several efforts on her
part to be enrolled as member of the Tribe the Tribal Council
repeatedly refused her admission Although when she appealed to the
BIA area director he held that she should have been enrolled
on appeal the Secretary of the Interior ruled that she was not
entitled to membership The district court and the Court of
Appeals affirmed the Secretarys determination The Court of

____----.---.--.....-. -----
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Appeals held that tribe has the right to interpret ambiguous
clauses in its constitution

Staff Henry Bourguigon Land and Natural
Resources Division Assistant United
States Attorney David Golay N.D Cal

ENVIRONMENT

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADEQUACY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
IS BASED ON ENTIRE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

Silva Romney No 731200 C.A July 1973
D.J 9014474

Pursuant to the district courts order in Silva Romney
342 Supp 783 Mass 1972 HUD filed an Environmental
Impact Statement EIS concerning proposed HUD-guaranteed housing
project The plaintiffs claimed that the EIS was inadequate for
failure to discuss various objections raised by commenting agencies
and individuals The district court restricted the scope of its
review to the statement itself and testimony taken in court and
refused plaintiffs request that the entire administrative record
be produced Reversing the district court the Court of Appeals
held that judicial review of the EIS was to be based upon the
entire administrative record rather than narrowly restricted to
the impact statement itself The court also found that the EIS
was inadequate on its face for failure to discuss various environ-c
mental objections raised by commenting parties

Staff United States Attorney James Gabriel
Assistant United States Attorney Frederic

Kellogg Mass

NAVIGABLE WATERS REFUSE ACT

PROSECUTION NEED ONLY SHOW REASONABLE LIKELIHOOD THAT
REFUSE REACH NAVIGABLE WATERS

United States American Cyanainid Company No 73-1458
C.A June 27 1973 D.J 6251438

The United States in Refuse Act prosecution introduced
evidence demonstrating that the defendant had discharged refuse
into non-navigable tributary from which the refuse had likely
flowed into navigable waters However the prosecution was
unable to show that the refuse had actually rather than probably
flowed into navigable waters Affirming the court below the Court
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of Appeals held that the United States sustained its burden
of proving violation of the Refuse Act when it established

likelihood that the refuse had reached navigable waters

Staff Assistant United States Attorneys
Anne Eristoff Daniel Riesel
and John Nields Jr S.D N.Y

CONDEMNATION APPEALS

CONDEMNATION ROAD EASEMENTS COURT COSTS TAKING EASEMENT
OVER PRIVATE LOGGING ACCESS ROAD COMPENSATION AWARD IN JUDGETRIED
CASE CLEARLY ERRONEOUS FAIR MARKET VALUE OF GROUND COVERED BY
EASEMENT INADEQUATE TO COMPENSATE CURTAILMENT OF CONDEMNEE LOGGING
USE ON ROAD COSTS ON APPEAL NOT TAXABLE AGAINST CONDEMNOR

United States 201.19 Acres in Grays Harbor County Washington
Simpson Timber Company C.A No 26918 May 14 1973 July
1973 D.J 90l283

Simpson Timber Company owned 13 miles of private road
connecting its logging camp with public highway The United
States by condemnation took permanent easement over this private
road

Carved out of the declarations description of the acquired
estate was reservation of qualified logging uses and other road
uses to Simpson subject to Forest Service traffic controls other
wise applicable to special service forest roads described in 36

C.F.R sec 212.7 No public traffic on special service forest
roads is regulated by the U.S Forest Service Years before con
demnation Simpson and the Forest Service had executed pursuant to
16 U.S.C secs 583-583h sustained yield agreement which classified
the logging access road as general service forest road This
meant it would be open to government and public use except when
Simpsons logging created safety hazard in which eventuality
the road would be made special service road under Forest Service
traffic controls Before condemnation the road had never been
effectively classified as special service

Just compensation was tried to the district judge without
jury Neither Łide provided before and afterN values of the
dominant estate for purposes of showing its value depreciation
Nor was evidence of reduced value to the remaining uncondeinned
land shown either

Instead the Governments valuations were based on the market
ialue of the ground that the easement encompassed made on the
assumption that the only property interest substantially transferred
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by condemnation from Simpson to the United States was the power
to control public traffic on the road

Simpson however assumed that though it could continue

using the road after condemnation its logging uses would be

incompatible with other permitted uses and that such mixed use
would prove hazardous It also showed estimates that when the

Corps of Engineers completed Wynoochee Dam and Reservoir above

Simpsons logging camp public recreational. traffic would increase

on the road Therefore it submitted appraisal evidence measuring
just compensation by the construction costs needed to build two

replacement private roads one for Simpsons northbound traffic
and one for Simpsons southbound traffic Simpsons claimed

compensation caine to $697445

The district judge found that Simpsons valuation was

inherently incredible speculative and unsound as matter
of fact He therefore adopted the $51408 government figure
as the only residuum of legally competent evidence left in

the case

The Court of Appeals reversed holding that under its

interpretation of the declaration of taking and sustained yield
agreement the Governments $51408 valuation .together with the
district courts acceptance of it was clearly erroneous in the
total context of the case

While holding the government figure in error however the

Court of Appeals refrained from passing on the correctness of the

$697445 figure needed to build replacement road for Simpson
Nor did the Court of Appeals expressly hold that the district
courts rejection of Simpsons valuation was error Instead the
court remanded the case saying Slip Op

Although we do hold that the Government

appraisers and the trial court adopted
clearly erroneous basis for the condemnation

award we think it unnecessary going
further to specify the method of valuation
that should be applied The District Court
will of course disregard the vague and

gratuitous promissory declarations offered
by the United States as establishing its limited
future use of the condemned property Rather
the award should be predicated upon- the entire
use to the Government that is possible including
all incidents of such use and the reasonably
possible encroachment of that use upon the
rights of the condemned Beyond this we defer
to the wisdom and experience of the District
Court in fashioning the approach most sure to

compensate Simpson with the full and perfect
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equivalent in money of the property taken
United States Miller 317 U.S 369
373 1943

In subsequent order on July 1973 the Court of Appeals
disallowed Simpsons cost bill It cited without comment United
States ex rel T.V.A Easement Right-ofWay 452 F.2d C.A

1971 which held that the 1966 amendments to 28 U.S.C sec
2412 never authorized costs in condemnation actions to be taxed

against the United States

Staff Dirk Snel Lands and Natural Resources
Division Special Assistant United States

Attorney Ronald Hull W.D Wash
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